High-Energy Piping

Recent trends in utility operations have significantly increased the need for new approaches to piping risk management. In some cases, load cycles are accumulating at many times the rate of the original design.

Piping Risk Management

High-energy piping presents particular challenges for risk management because of its structural complexity, combined with the difficulty of inspection. The approximate nature of the ASME B31.1 code calculations and variable hanger behavior over time add to the challenges.

Guidance From API 579-1/ASME FFS-1

The new API/ASME post-construction standard provides data and a framework for pressure part risk assessment. Risk-based assessments can provide a rational basis for dealing with the meaning of "exceeding minimum rupture life". Possible high-energy piping failure modes include:

- Failure of seam-welded pipes
- Cracking of wyes and tees
- Excessive bending stress on girth welds due to hanger problems
- High cyclic stresses leading to creep-fatigue cracking

Assessment & Remaining Life Prediction

SES recommends piping assessments based on design as well as on operating pressures and temperatures. The effects of cyclic loading should also be taken into account. The results may be used to evaluate hanger position data obtained from hot and cold walk-downs. Risk and minimum remaining life may be estimated, which will be defined by a few critical regions. Taking into account previous inspection data, recommendations are made for specific areas, and methods for future inspections.

Evaluating Piping Condition

Inspection to determine the condition of piping at critical regions includes OD measurement, ultrasonic testing for thickness measurement, cracking and creep damage, surface replication and metallurgical assessment. Acoustic emission testing to EPRI guidelines may also be recommended. When minimum rupture life is exceeded, removal and testing of samples from critical areas may also be recommended.
Recent developments in this area have included monitoring of hanger loads and movements as a means of identifying changes in behavior. This allows for real-time warning of any changes to hangers, and therefore to piping stress and integrity.

Typical information requirements necessary to make an assessment include:

- Design drawing showing materials, design dimensions, position of welds, design temperature and pressure
- Any as manufactured details (actual thickness)
- Plant maximum continuous rating (MCR) temperature and pressure
- Operating pressure and steam temperature data for steady and cyclic operation
- Inspection data confirming existence and position of seam welds, OD and thickness measurements, UT of welds, wyes and tees, on-site metallography
- Results of accelerated creep testing of samples

Decisions & Options

The SES can provide a defensible basis for decisions such as:

- Inspection interval, inspection techniques
- Time to schedule replacements
- De-rating to reduce risks until next outage

Stress analysis for crotch crack assessment in heavy section wye.

Piping models show critical areas and checks for out-of-specification hanger.
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